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From now on, meditations and other things will be posted in general frequency. These will have to do also with knowledge HPS Maxine has given privately, or mine, however, these always go all the way back to Satan, and Satan must be thanked for the ability to have this type of knowledge.

I understand that the "mainstream" part of this world currently, is barraged by jewish New World Order bathroom dross is being literally experimented upon by foul filth like Klaus Schwab and so on, but these people and their plots cannot have a total monopoly in what humans do on earth, let alone us here.

They make sure to do plots all day long, and we have to keep people alert of this. At the same rate however, spirituality is the central task of what we do here.

If one has been paying attention, the governments right now are constantly trying to affect the life of people. This will involve excuses over the environment, or like CoVid. It's almost as if they literally want to sucker in all the attention of human beings, so that none advance in any way.

The dross of these worthless fucks never ends. They want everyone's attention and to enslave their minds, as it should be obvious. Be prepared too, because soon, these assholes will make Covid 2.0 agenda into the "Climate Change" agenda. They will spam it constantly, unceasingly, like ghouls, and keep repeating it until you listen to every borg literally walking brainwashed saying the same in the street.

Needless to say, this stupidity is also trying to contribute to a general state of fear, inferiority, and stupidity for humanity. People aren't going to be left be in the future. They will also start invading the personal life of humans worldwide, and the more we see the Jew World Order walking towards its own self failure, they will become unceasingly obsessive.

The more human beings individually advance, the more these slavers and lowlife reptiles are afraid. They therefore procure panic and chaos, in order to enforce people and waste their time. This is because, the more humanity discovers
themselves, the less these slavers will have a job to do with humanity.

Unfortunately, as they understand that the waves of knowledge and self-awareness for humanity rise, so will their offenses towards humans increase. A thing that will come increasingly now, will be fires and other "natural devastations" [man made mostly] that they will use to justify and spam their other "Great Reset" agenda, part of which, is environmental lying claims to impose freedom robbing impositions on human beings.

It may sound weird to people, but the only final way out of this, is if people achieve higher levels of understanding. Or at least a strong segment of the population does that. As the gigantic failure of mass vaccinations has revealed, at least half of humanity has figured these rats out at this point, or at least mistrusts them and suspects them.

Progressively, even if they try to censor everything, it's going to get really worse for them. As they will brutalize people with their strange "Transformation" that they are enforcing, many will be running in all directions for more answers, and they will keep losing more and more support. Then, opposition will form, and they will be ruined in time.

In plain, we must remain focused on our other objectives [while destroying their agenda], but remember: we are here to advance spiritually, except of doing them in.

It will be therefore paramount during this time, for smart and spiritual people, to remain smart and spiritual.

As for the enemy, they are a virus to this earth, and constantly are breeding issues in it. They will be hampered and foiled by our rituals. Life goes on.

We will definitely keep doing our purpose in exposing them [and our schedules and so on], but we will now keep hitting them where they are most afraid: Increasing the spiritual power of this group and people who will at some point come here. A way towards this, is new knowledge and refinement of already existing knowledge.

I am aware there is a pressing need to make public a lot of information. At the same time, many of us are working feverishly behind the scenes on many other projects that are ongoing and will be made public pretty soon and gradually.
Certainly there is also awareness of the necessity of completing many things in the JoS main site and everything else. At the same rate, external pressures of other endless tasks that need to be done in time, always come to press harder.

And of course, while all of this is happening, the world itself is going nuts... of course. We have come a long way from years ago. At the same rate, this increases constantly the necessities for effort and responsibility. We are short staffed, but the people that are into this, are into this for real and with Satanic heart and soul.

The amount of knowledge I have been bestowed, discovered, experimented with, and have been given 'prophetically' [astral projection] directly, has been immense.

HPS Maxine has also left knowledge that hasn't been shared, and I will share things in accordance to the pace the Gods dictate this should be done.

In regards to me, my decision until now was to give up on any statements or too many personal revelations, and just remain thoroughly focused on practical aspects of things instead.

Now that this work is coming to an end, things are going to change, and more spiritual knowledge needs to be made public. This is because more power is required and people need to be boosted for the better. The years ahead are not looking very well.

Plus, I am personally done with remaining falsely low key or falsely self-limiting. Much of the knowledge that will be made public will probably sound "shocking" to people, but it needs to exist so that people who advance can make use of it and have access to proper divine knowledge.

Over the last years, I have done major efforts to simplify, explain, and generally help people of lesser levels advancing, while staying on everyone's side. This however can come at detriment to more advanced people who expect more things, and these will be given more frequently now, since everything for beginners is explained anyway.

Past this point, help of this level is necessary for the disciples of Satan, since power will be required in the future. Those who want must follow up with already existing information and build up.
Since that is difficult to explain, here is a following simplified explanation for this new approach.

Instead of going lower to throw a ladder more often, we will instead throw the ladder and people will be expected to come up more often, not the reverse. Those who want to come, will come.

It's up to them, the loss sits only with them if they don't do that.

The JoS also has always had a consensus of actually testing information and important meditations and knowledge before releasing them, for quite some time. This is to ensure absolute working perfection and safety.

With ever growing wisdom, spiritual understanding, and the help of the Gods, we will definitely overcome anything the enemy tries to throw at us.

New knowledge will be paramount to this task.
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